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Personal Injury
A Complete Team of Damages Experts
RPC provides independent medical examinations, neuropsychological evaluations, life care
plans, analysis of lost earning capacity, vocational evaluation, business valuation, and medical bill
analysis. We assist attorneys in all phases of litigation from framing discovery requests through
trial testimony.
Life Care Plans
RPC’s certified life care planners prepare life care plans and our physician
associates determine medical necessity.

Economic Analysis
Our economists and accountants analyze loss of earning capacity and provide
present discounted value for life care plans.

Vocational Evaluations
RPC’s certified vocational evaluators prepare comprehensive vocational
evaluations. Our vocational consultants also analyze the work of opposing
vocational and economic experts.

Medical Bill Analysis
RPC analyzes the reasonableness of charges, the medical necessity, and the
causality of medical services. We also determine reasonable payment amounts.

Physician Services
Board-certified physicians and neuropsychologists provide independent
medical exams and neuropsychological evaluations.

512.371.8000 | www.rpcconsulting.com | info@rpcconsulting.com
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Consultants for Personal Injury Litigation
Ron T. Luke, PhD, JD
Ron Luke is a principal consultant and president of Research & Planning
Consultants, LP. Ron joined RPC in 1976 and became its president and
principal owner in 1979. He serves as an expert in economics and health
policy in trials, administrative proceedings and legislative hearings. He
has consulted on projects for health care providers, managed care plans
and public agencies in more than 25 states.
512.371.8166 | rluke@rpcconsulting.com

Kacy L. Turner, MS, CRC, CVE, CLCP
Kacy Turner is a Certified Life Care Planner and vocational consultant
with RPC, with over 20 years of experience in rehabilitation. Kacy has
experience writing life care plans for both plaintiff and defense clients.
She has experience as a rehabilitation consultant in three states and
has been qualified as a testifying expert in state and federal court.

512.371.8020 | kturner@rpcconsulting.com

Deauna Froneberger, MS, LCMHC, LCPC, LCAS, CRC, CLCP
Deauna Froneberger is a Certified Life Care Planner and Vocational
consultant with RPC. Deauna has experience writing life care plans for
clients and has provided expert witness services to litigated cases. She
has experience as a rehabilitation consultant and is qualified by the
Social Security Administration as a vocational expert.

512.887.6132 | dfroneberger@rpcconsulting.com

Brian Piper, PhD
Dr. Piper is an economist with RPC. He specializes in quantitative analysis
and modelling, and he works on a variety of cases including personal
injury and certificate of need. He is experienced in data extraction,
management, simulation, and analysis using STATA, SQL, ARC GIS and
a variety of other programs. Dr. Piper has taught graduate classes in
statistics and econometrics in both MBA and PhD programs.
512.371.8014 | bpiper@rpcconsulting.com
512.371.8000 | www.rpcconsulting.com | info@rpcconsulting.com

Tommy Cooper, PhD, CPA
Dr. Cooper is a licensed CPA, and he works on a variety of cases, including
personal injury and commercial litigation and certificates of need. He
is experienced in performing data analysis using SAS and econometric
analysis using Stata. Prior to pursuing a PhD in finance, he worked as
an auditor for a Big Four public accounting firm. Dr. Cooper has taught
several university courses and published in the Journal of Law and
Economics, Journal of Corporate Finance, and Quarterly Journal of Finance.

512.617.8055 | tcooper@rpcconsulting.com

Hiral Patel, MHS, CRC
Hiral Patel is a Certified Rehabilitation Counselor and vocational
consultant with RPC. Hiral has experience conducting vocational
evaluations and providing case management and career counseling
services. To determine the pre-injury and post-injury employability in
personal injury cases, Hiral provides vocational testing, transferable
skills analysis, job requirements analysis, rehabilitation plans, and
definition of reasonable accommodations under the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
512.371.8019 | hpatel@rpcconsulting.com

Susan Farris, RN, BSN, LNCC
Susan Farris is a Legal Nurse Consultant with over two decades of
experience in examining and interpreting medical records in personal
injury cases. In addition to providing medical record reviews and
summaries, Susan analyzes medical bills and summarizes complex
medical literature. Susan has extensive previous experience working for
a major insurer, where she provided written documentation of injuries,
treatments and pre-existing conditions.
512.371.8027 | sfarris@rpcconsulting.com

Kim Beladi, RN, BSN, LNCC
Kim Beladi is a Legal Nurse Consultant with over 20 years of experience
in examining and interpreting medical records in personal injury cases.
In addition to providing medical record reviews and summaries, Kim
analyzes medical bills and summarizes complex medical literature. Kim
became Legal Nurse Consultant Certified (LNCC) in 2012 through the
American Legal Nurse Consultant Certification Board (ALNCCB), earning
this distinction of board certification recognized by the American Nurses
Association (ANA).
512.371.8022 | kbeladi@rpcconsulting.com
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Consultants for Personal Injury Litigation
Brian C. Buck, MD
Dr. Buck is a consulting physician and contributes his expertise
to RPC projects including life care plans. He has a private
practice in Austin, Texas. Dr. Buck is experienced in providing
disability and medical evaluations and has over two decades
of experience in rehabilitation medicine. He is Board Certified
in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and Electrodiagnostic
Medicine.

Deacon W. Staggs, MD
Dr. Staggs provides opinions on medical necessity in life care
plans and on impairments and ability to work in vocational
assessments. He is also available to perform independent
medical examinations in Austin and other areas. He is a practicing
physiatrist in Austin, Texas and serves as a consulting physician
at several Austin-area skilled nursing facilities. Dr. Staggs is
experienced in leading multidisciplinary teams to optimize
patient function and has also provided pain management and
neurology services.

Janyna M. Mercado, PhD
Dr. Mercado is a licensed psychologist and specializes in
neuropsychology. She received her PhD in Counseling
Psychology and graduated with honors in 2004 from Texas
Woman’s University. After completing her internship with
Brooke Army Medical Center in July, 2003 she continued on with
a Neuropsychology Fellowship at University of Texas Health
Science Center/Audie L. Murphy VA Hospital.

512.371.8000 | www.rpcconsulting.com | info@rpcconsulting.com

